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fortuna
Jelly Roll :\Iorton famously said, "If
rnu can't manage to put tinges of
Spanish in your tunes, you \\ill never
be able to get the right 'seasoning,' I
call it, for jazz." Roni Ben-Hur's music has an abundance of the Spanish
tinge, but the seasoning is different
indeed: His family's Sephardic Jewish origins trace back to Tunisia. ''\\'e
came there from Spain at some point,''
he sa\"S, "and those :\Ioorish roots still
linge~ \\ith us." His resourceful take
on Isaac Albeniz's "Granada," originally for solo classical guitar, can be
heard as a follow-up to his treatments
of Tarrega and\ ilia-Lobos on pre\ious outings. "It's \·ery close to the music I grew up \\ith, the Sephardic traditional songs, from the prayers. Early

Israeli popular music was influenced
by that Spanish sound."

series elucidating his "Talk Jazz Guitar" technique.

That sensibility courses through much
of the music on Fortuna, particularly
the Afro-Cuban feel that begins the
title track (a trio version of which appeared on Sofia's Butte,jly of 1998), or
the rumba influence of ''\ Vere Thine
That Special Face,'' a Cole Porter obscurity. "I mix all the Latin rhythms
together,'' Roni declares. "For me it's
verv similar to North African music,
so i try to bring that rhythm I grew
up \\ith, and it gets mi..xed with the
Latin."

Roni brings all this experience to bear
on the swinging, imaginative music
of Fortuna, the sequel to his 2007 Materna debut Keepin' It Open as well as
Ja« Therapy: Smile, his fine duo outing of 2008 with Gene Bertoncini (a
fundraiser for the Dizzy Gillespie Memorial Fund of Englewood Hospital,
which provides care to the jazz community).

Roni, the youngest of seven siblings,
is a guitarist who knows how to thrive
as a valued member of a group.
He's part of a wave of talented Israelis making a mark in the world of
American jazz. An in-demand educator, he runs a popular adult jazz program at the Kaufman Center in New
York, has established several successful youth jazz programs, runs music
camps in the U.S. and Europe and
has released two books and a DVD

"Fortuna is my mother's name,'' Roni
says, wistfully. "I was visiting her years
ago back in Israel and the tune came
to me. It was a reflection of watching
her and seeing all the struggles she and
my fatl1er came through, always coming up on their feet. Fortuna is also the
goddess of good fortune, which has a
strong resonance \\ith my life and tl1e
attitude of my music."
Yet there's a certain sadness to Fortuna,
one of the last recordings to feature
the great pianist Ronnie Mathews,
who succumbed to pancreatic can-

cer roughly six months after the date.
Mathews was a vital presence on
Keepin' It Open as well, and long before then, Roni and Ronnie had developed a bond: "The first time we
played together and got to hang out
was through my great friend [the late
bassist] Walter Booker," Ben-Hur explains. With his authoritative time feel
and harmonic mastery, Mathews is assured a place of honor in jazz piano
history. And Fortuna is now a piece of
that history too. "Ronnie was right on
the money," Ben-Hur marvels. "From
the get-go, he got the material and
added a lot to it Very generous, very
creative, great to work with."
Heeding the "if it's not broken, don't
fix it" rule, Roni kept drummer Lewis
Nash and percussionist Steve Kroon
on board from the previous album as
well. "They've been playing together
with Ron Carter for many years and
they're each other's favorite," says
Roni. "So it was a great gel between
the two of them. Both Lewis and
Steve have such a special sound and
feel, and their imagination and ere-

at:IVIty are endless. Every piece gets
transformed. I love them."
Completing the lineup is Rufus Reid,
a bassist of great renown, who, in addition to being Roni's Motema label
mate, happens to be a neighbor in
Teaneck, New Jersey. "Rufus is a close
friend, and one who's been a great
positive force in my life," says the guitarist. Along with Kroon, Reid first appeared on Roni's 2005 Reservoir disc
Signature, deepening the shared history
of this band all the more.
In addition to Roni's originals, the
Albeniz gem and the American standards, there are two songs on Fortuna
by Antonio Carlos Jobim, "So Tinha
de ser Com Voce" and ".Modinha,"
drawn from a Brazilian jazz repertoire
that Roni has e::-..'J)lored in depth with
his friends and frequent duo partners,
bassists Santi Debriano and Nilson
Matta. (Roni also spent eight weeks
traveling in Brazil in 1988.) "I read
somewhere that Jobim's drean1 was
to compose like Villa-Lobos," Roni
recalls. "I think for 'Modinha' he was

thinking not bossa nova, but chamber music. So I took out the beat there's no bossa nova feel at all." Another striking detail is the absence of
piano. "I wanted the freedom to take
it wherever I wanted," he adds, "and
to leave more space so the percussion
and bass te.xtures could come out."

As a longtime disciple of pianist and
master bebopper Barry Harris, Roni
can always be counted on for a deep
and direct approach to straight ahead
swing, the marrow of the tradition.
His 0\\11 "Fortuna," Billy Strayhorn's
"The Intimacy of the Blues," Harold
Arlen's classic '½. Sleepin Bee" (with
Ronnie Mathews aflan1e), "Guess
\ \7110" with its "old-fashioned, hip '60s
backbeat": Roni anchors these tracks
with a full , round guitar sound and
an intuiti,·e sense of band chemisny
He's also moving and harmonically
savvy on the ballads, including Irving
Berlin's "I Got Lost in His Arms,"
one of many songs he learned while
running a summer camp and staging
musicals for kids with Motema artist
Amy London, a frequent collaborator

who happens also to be Roni's wife,
and the mother of his two cl1ildren,
Sophia and Anna.
Dave Frishberg andjohnny Mandel's
''You Are There" is a timeless, yearning melod)i a story of unthinkable
loneliness. "I had in mind the parents
who lost their kids in the Iraq war, this
senseless war," Roni says. "The pain
these people feel. It's always inside of
you." Perhaps, too, it's a fitting farewell to Ronnie lvlathews, who does
not play on the track, and whose absence is now all the more resonant:
"I sometimes think there's just one
thing to do
Pretend the dream is true
And tell myself that you are there"
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-- Dmid R. Adler
D.i,·id . \ din r<'gut1 rly c011triliutl's to jazz
T i111,·s. Drnrnlieat. The Philadelphia
\ \'el' kly and he also , nn-s as editor for.Jazz
Xote,. th l' quarterly publication by The
.J;1zz joun1alists ,\ ssociation
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